Abstract. Analysis of wind flow upon high-rise buildings is very common topic. Nowadays, there are no general or analytical ways how to analyze wind effects on irregular shaped high-rise buildings complexes. Scaled experiments tested in wind tunnels are best for precise solutions, however they are time consuming and expensive too. Therefore we use computational modeling software based on finite volume method to analyze these effects and then, thanks to these analysis we can design structures and optimize them. Paper deals with simplified 3D analysis of wind effects on high-rise buildings complex "Panorama City" located in Bratislava-Slovakia. Through this analysis we obtain results for wind speed near objects and external pressure coefficient as well. Both of them will be helpful to gain insight for future constructions or verification of already constructed ones.
Introduction
Analyzing wind effects on high rise buildings is one of the major problem for designers and engineers these days. Still more and more irregular or unusual shaped structures have been built, and in national codes we find just general rules or recommendations. This paper deals with simplified analysis of wind effects on three high rise buildings built next to each other. For this purpose computational fluid dynamics software ANSYS CFX was used.
Object Location and Surrounding
Analyzed buildings are situated in Bratislava-Slovakia. Two of them (Panorama City buildings) are triangular shaped residential buildings with an edge length of 50 m. Height is 108 metres. Third one -"Tower 115" is an office building, rectangular shaped, 104 metres high. This complex is situated in urban area which can be classified by [1] as terrain between categories number III / IV (in a view of future constructions). Parameters of terrain were interpolated as follows: z 0 = 0.7 m, z min = 8 m, [1, 2] . For this location average wind speed based on real meteorological data is 12 m/s and predominant 21% flow is North-West referenced to [3] . This CFD analysis works with real wind speed measurements in situ, 10 m above ground. National Code [1] specifies the value of the fundamental wind speed for Bratislava to 26 m/s. This particular analysis describes wind effects, which insists most time of the year in the given location, therefore wind speed 12 m/s is used. However, for structural analysis and designing of bearing structure it will be beneficial to determine differences of pressure coefficient and wind speeds due to changes of vortexes caused by higher wind speed. 
Software Analysis -ANSYS CFX
Buildings was analyzed by software ANSYS Workbench, where additional system Ansys CFX was used. This system is based on a Finite Volume Method -EbFVM, with a Cell Vertex Formulation.
Solution was iterative what means that convergence criteria has been monitored for satisfying results. After 700 iterations solution was stopped with satisfying results because values of external pressure coefficient have not changed significantly for few previous iterations according to software convergence monitor.
Boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are defined as follows: Inlet velocity was characterized by logarithmic law according to [1, 2] with basic wind speed 12 m/s referenced to [3] . Outlet pressure was defined with constant value of averaged atmospheric pressure 101325 Pa. Turbulence intensity was set simplistically to constant 10 %, Fig. 2 . Mathematical model. For software analysis k-ε mathematical model was selected. It is a two equation model (Eq. 1 and Eq. 2) which gives a general description of turbulence by means of two transport equations, [5, 6] . Due to the complexity of the solutions, these equations will be given only on the basis of which selected mathematical model works.
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where ρ is density of air, u i is velocity component in corresponding direction, Eij represents component of rate of deformation, µ t is eddy viscosity. Other constants like σ k , σ ε , C 1 ε, C 2 ε are adjustable constants arrived by wide range of turbulent flows. Constants values are in [7] . Results of analysis. In the Fig. 4 we can see, that North-West wind flow creates significant vortexes. Wind speeds are not dramatically higher than an inlet speed and basically we can say that the shape and positioning of buildings are creating vortexes but without extreme increases of wind speed. External pressure coefficients in the Fig. 5 reflect that the vast of the windward side is loaded by compression wind forces and edges with leeward are exposed to lift effect. The highest lift is at very upper part of the windward roof. 
Summary
Through simplified analysis of wind flow we have got results of external pressure coefficient and shape of vortexes created near objects caused by North-West wind flow. As we can see, simplified analysis made by CFD software can give sufficient results for engineering practice.
